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ROCKJUMPER CRUISE II 2022
Classic Antarctica: The Falklands, South Georgia & Antarctica

1st to 19th November 2022 (19 days)

TAKE ME TO:

Aboard the Ocean Victory

Wandering Albatross by David Shackelford

 King Penguin Colony by Markus Lilje
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Antarctica is the ultimate destination, with settings as magnificent and scenic as any on earth. The sheer scale of nearly everything 
is grand, and complementing the astounding vistas are vast colonies of penguins, brash skuas, giant petrels, weird sheathbills, 
somnolent seals and feeding whales that all add life to the region’s stark and amazing beauty.

Our voyage encompasses some of the most fascinating areas in the Southern Ocean; notably the Falkland Islands and South 
Georgia Island, both renowned as among the richest of all Subantarctic islands. South Georgia features a unique rugged 
beauty and history, while the Falkland Islands are better known as the battlegrounds for the 1982 Anglo-Argentine War. And 
we enjoy some time at sea while cruising from one island group to the next, until finally we find ourselves at the very tip of the 
icy continent itself. These crossings provide thrilling pelagic birding, with huge numbers of albatrosses, petrels, prions, skuas 
and other seabirds making a daily appearance. Cetaceans are also regular, ranging from the largest whales to the striking 
Hourglass and Commerson’s Dolphins.

Antarctica is truly a once-in-a-lifetime experience, and so we’ve assembled a staff equal to the task, sure to yield excellent 
instruction and camaraderie as well. A unique and thrilling journey with great friends to the end of the Earth, we cannot wait 
to share Antarctica and the Southern Ocean with you.

ACTIVITIES

Bird Watching

Onboard Lectures

Photography

Walking/Hiking

Zodiac Excursions

TOUR OVERVIEW & MAP

*The above schedule is approximate and depends on sea, ice and weather conditions and other factors.

DAY 0 (31 Oct)  Arrival in Ushuaia

DAY 1(1 Nov)  Boarding ship and departure

DAYS 2 & 3 (2,3 Nov) At sea in the Drake Passage & South Shetland Islands

DAYS 4 TO 7 (4-7 Nov) Antarctica & the Weddell Sea

DAYS 8 TO 13 (8-13 Nov) Drake Passage & South Georgia  

DAYS 14 & 15 (14,15 Nov) At sea towards the Falkland Islands

DAYS 16 & 17 (16,17 Nov) Falkland Islands & Port Stanley

DAYS 18 & 19 (18,19 Nov) As sea towards Ushuaia and disembark 
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Our voyage will be early in the season, which besides offering 
pristine snowscapes, will mean that we will encounter displaying 
penguins and other breeding birds. An early season departure 
gives us the chance of finding the holy grail of the Antarctic; the 
Emperor Penguin. 

We look forward to sharing this adventure of a lifetime with you.

DAY 0   ARRIVAL IN USHUAIA

Today is set aside as an optional arrival day, and you are free to 
arrive at any time. On arrival, you will be transferred to our hotel.

DAY 1   ARRIVAL AND EMBARKATION IN USHUAIA

Today we board our ship in the afternoon and begin our journey southwards toward the Antarctic Peninsula. As we leave 
the scenic harbour of the world’s most southern city, we enter the famous Beagle Channel. Forming the boundary between 
Argentina and Chile, we will have rugged cliffs and islands on either side of us and our birding will begin in earnest! We will look 
out for both Flying and the flightless Fuegian Steamer Ducks, Upland Goose, Great Grebe, Rock and Imperial Shags, Dolphin 
Gull, Chilean Skua and South American Tern. Even the mighty Andean Condor has been seen here on previous Rockjumper 
cruises. We may well encounter our debut penguins in the form of Magellanic; but once we enter the open ocean, we will begin 
our lessons in pelagic bird identification. Here we will meet the first of many Black-browed Albatross, Cape and White-chinned 
Petrels, Southern Giant Petrel and Sooty Shearwater, and we will also keep alert for Magellanic Diving Petrel as we enjoy our 
first watery sunset. 

DAY 2-3   AT SEA. DRAKE PASSAGE, KING GEORGE ISLAND

Sailing onward, we cross the famed Drake Passage, known for strong westerly winds, heavy sea, and its nickname ‘The 
Roaring Fifties’. For the seabird enthusiast, these are some of the most exciting waters in the world, as we cross the Antarctic 
Convergence, where the warmer, saline water from the north meets the colder and less salty Antarctic water. This is a very rich 
feeding ground for seabirds and marine mammals, attracting large volumes of wildlife from distant breeding islands and waters. 

Though the Convergence attracts birds from both 
north and south, we will notice a shift of species 
and relative numbers between the waters on either 
side of the Convergence. Albatrosses and petrels 
will predominate here. In addition to the species 
already noted, we are likely to see Royal Albatross 
(usually both the Northern and Southern species 
are observed), Light-mantled Albatross (arguably 
the most attractive of all albatross), Southern 
Fulmar, both Northern and Southern Giant Petrels, 
Soft-plumaged, White-headed and Blue Petrels, 
Antarctic Prion, Grey-backed and Black-bellied 
Storm Petrels and Common Diving Petrel. We will 
also look for rarer prizes, such as Kerguelen, Grey 
and Great-winged Petrels, and albatrosses from the 
other side of the Subantarctic.

THE TOUR IN DETAIL
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Having crossed the Drake, we will explore the sub-Antarctic islands of the 
South Shetland chain and be marvelled by the captivating landscapes 
we will encounter along the way. Weather permitting, we hope to make 
our first landfall on the northern shores of one of the islands, perhaps 
Aitchos or Yankee Harbour.

In amongst the icebergs (possibly with sea-ice), we increase our 
chances for high-Antarctic species, such as Snow Petrel, Chinstrap 
Penguin and the predatory Leopard Seal. We will keep our eyes peeled 
to pick out the sought-after Antarctic Petrel in and amongst sometimes 
vast flocks of Cape Petrel.

DAY 4-7   ANTARCTIC SOUND AND WEDDELL SEA

On the morning of day 4, we hope to wake up in the Antarctic Sound, a 
channel between the north-eastern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula and 
Joinville Island. Here we will encounter awe-inspiring tabular icebergs, 
large fragments of the vast Weddell Ice Shelf, and the ice shelves along 
the east side of the Antarctic Peninsula. At this time of year, we stand a 
small chance to find the holy grail of Antarctica, the Emperor Penguin. 
This highly sought-after true denizen on the Antarctic, famed for its 
ability to nest through the hard polar winter, is typically only seen at 
breeding colonies.

We’ll keep our fingers crossed and our eyes open, but many are the wonders of this atmospheric area. One almost feels on 
another planet altogether. We may take our first landing at Paulet Island, a tiny island boasting a huge colony of beautiful 
Adelie Penguins. Whilst we enjoy these delightful creatures, we will also be entertained by more Snowy Sheathbill, Brown 
Skua and a nearby colony of Antarctic Shag, a very beautiful cormorant. Our first steps on the Antarctic continent itself may 
be at Brown Bluff, where we will be treated to spectacular scenery, colonies of Gentoo and Adelie Penguins, and possibly even 
nesting Snow Petrels, for those willing to partake of a hike. Mammals in this region include Leopard Seal and its favourite prey, 
Weddell and Crabeater Seals, as well as Antarctic Minke Whale and pods of Orca.

Over the coming days, we will enjoy the exciting Antarctic experience at the very tip of the Continent. During these days in the 
Antarctic Sound, named in 1902 after the Swedish vessel Antarctic, the captain and the expedition team will keep a watchful 
eye on icebergs, born from the floating Larsen Ice Shelf further south. We aim to have both continental and island landings 
on the shores of Antarctic Sound and Weddell Sea, always on the lookout for some of the unusually large penguin colonies, 
which have recently been observed. 

The itinerary and activities over the next few days depend 
on weather and ice conditions. The route and shore 
landings will be determined by the Captain and Expedition 
Leader and communicated to the guests through regularly 
scheduled briefings.

DAY 8-13   DRAKE PASSAGE AND SOUTH GEORGIA

Weather and ice will dictate our crossing of the Scotia Sea 
from Antarctica to South Georgia, leading us perhaps via 
Elephant Island. As with all of our itinerary planning, our 
expedition leader and captain will make a decision based 
on the conditions at the time.

As we cruise north-east towards South Georgia, we cross 
into warmer waters. 
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True Antarctic species disappear; while the commoner temperate species become more prominent, increasing total species 
numbers and diversity. 

As we edge ever further north, we will hope to see the dark cliffs of Elephant Island appear on the horizon. Shackleton and his 
men were encamped here for many months, having lost HMS Endurance in the thick sea ice, far to the south in the Weddell 
Sea, in 1915. From the desolate beach at Point Wild, Shackleton and six companions set off on the rescue mission to South 
Georgia, aboard the tiny lifeboat, James Caird. To this day, the epic ocean crossing is considered one of the greatest in history. 
Brown Skua and Southern Giant, Cape, Snow and Wilson’s Storm Petrels should entertain us in this region, and cetaceans 
might include Sei Whale and Hourglass Dolphin.

As we approach South Georgia, the marine avifauna is 
dominated increasingly by the species breeding there. 
Given the enormous numbers of seabirds nesting 
on South Georgia and its surrounding islets, this is 
not surprising. Although this island lies south of the 
Antarctic Convergence, its waters don’t freeze in winter, 
meaning it can support life throughout the year. As a 
result, vast numbers of birds and pinnipeds live here 
year-round – over 500,000 pairs of King Penguins call 
this island home, and walking through their packed 
colonies is without a doubt one of the single greatest 
wildlife experiences on the planet. In fact, the area 
around Salisbury Plain is believed to have the highest 
density of wildlife of anywhere on Earth! 

We have three full days to explore this mountainous, 
glaciated island. So stark, but home to such mind-
bogglingly abundant and exciting wildlife. Our first 
day is likely to feature some of the most dazzling 
scenery, especially around the south-east tip of the 
island; where the stunning Drygalski Fjord is framed 
by sharp, non-glaciated mountain peaks. 
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The Rockjumper guide was a big hit with those onboard. The obsessed birders appreciated having a bird expert who would lead the 
quest to see everything! - LH“ “
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For photographers, this day offers some truly spectacular photographic opportunities and seabirding will be at its very best. 
In particular we will look out for our first pure-white Snow Petrels, as well as South Georgia Diving Petrels and most of the 
species already mentioned, but in particular Kerguelen Petrels.

All landings will be weather permitting, but we will make every effort to explore the Salisbury Plain, where beyond the black 
sand beach, lies one of the world’s largest King Penguin colonies. In addition, we plan a landing at St Andrew’s Bay, where an 
even bigger King Penguin colony exists. Nearby are the breeding grounds for Light-mantled Albatross, White-chinned Petrel, 
Snowy Sheathbill, Brown Skua and Antarctic Tern. 

The beaches heave with South American Fur Seal, and if we are lucky, 
we may even see enormous Southern Elephant Seal beachmasters 
battling for supremacy. These enormous animals, the largest species 
in the order Carnivora, reach weights of up to 4,000 kg (8,800 lb) and 
lengths of 5.8 m (19 ft). Their large proboscis, which gives them their 
name, allows them to roar extraordinarily loudly. This, combined with 
their fierce fighting, result in an incredible spectacle to experience.

We also plan to visit Grytviken, the whaling station where the largest 
individual animal known to have lived on earth, a huge Blue Whale 
specimen, was butchered. Here we will visit the South Georgia 
Museum, remnants of the whaling station and the grave of the 
famed Antarctic explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton. Of course, birds 
and pinnipeds are also resident, and photographic opportunities will 
be breathtakingly throughout (Please bear in mind, that throughout 
Antarctica and the Subantarctic, landings are subject to the weather 
conditions; alternatives are usually available when winds and surf are 
unfavourable at a planned site). Other birds we seek during these three unforgettable days include South Georgia Diving 
Petrel, the endemic South Georgia Shag, inquisitive Snowy Seathbills, the Subantarctic race of Brown Skua and Antarctic Tern. 
The endemic South Georgia Pipit, the world’s most southern passerine, was completely restricted to small offshore islands, 
but great news is that it has now expanded due to the eradication of rats from South Georgia, and is now far more easily 
located than before. Over 3 million pairs of Macaroni Penguin breed on the island, but are nowhere near as obvious as the 
Kings, but we will no doubt encounter them. Another target is the “South Georgia” Yellow-billed Pintail, a strange race of this 
more widespread species which is known to be carnivorous here on South Georgia.
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South Georgia King Penguin colony by Adam Riley

The trip was wonderful, the ship’s staff were exceptional, the weather was perfect, and the two sightings of Emperor Penguin were 
outstanding (thank you for arranging that). And I saw my favorite bird in the world, the elegant Wandering Albatross, several times!   “ “
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DAY 14-15   SOUTH ATLANTIC, APPROACHING FALKLAND ISLANDS

With another crossing of the Antarctic Convergence, we will again have many 
opportunities to enjoy and study the region’s rich seabirds and cetaceans. While 
encountering the pelagic seabirds of the subantarctic Southern Ocean, especially 
the now-familiar albatrosses and petrels, we will examine each bird in search of 
rarer species – perhaps a Westland Petrel, Subantarctic Shearwater, or one of 
the Shy Albatross complex of species will put in an appearance. We will also 
keep our eyes peeled or breaching whales and bow-riding dolphins. Lectures 
continue to provide entertaining diversions and educational information.

As we get closer to the Falkland Islands, we’ll again enjoy spectacular Wandering 
Albatrosses, along with Grey-headed and Black-browed Albatrosses, White-
chinned Petrel, Great Shearwater and Slender-billed Prion. Wilson’s Storm Petrel 
is abundant, and we will scour the masses for the rarer Black-bellied and Grey-
backed Storm Petrels. While sorting out the Northern Giant Petrels from the 
Southern species, we will also become familiar with all the commoner petrels 
in order to notice any rarities that may appear. Dusky and the localised Peale’s 
Dolphin may put in an appearance and if we are lucky, we might be treated to a 
sighting of the rare Dwarf Minke Whale. 
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A very lucky sighting of Emperor Penguin on the 2016 Rockjumper Antarctica tour by Dušan Brinkhuizen
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DAY 16-17   PORT STANLEY AND FALKLAND ISLANDS

The roughly 2,000 people inhabiting the historic town of Stanley represent about 80% of the population of the entire Falkland 
Islands. Our visit will give perspective on the history of British settlement of the islands, plus the 1982 Anglo-Argentine War in 
which Argentinean forces invaded but were subsequently defeated and expelled by the British. We will explore various birding 
sites in the vicinity, and besides looking for species we may already have seen, such as the endemic Falkland Steamer Duck, 
White-bridled Finch and Black-chinned Siskin, we will try find additions to our list. These may include Two-banded and the 
attractive Rufous-chested Plover, Brown-hooded Gull and South American Snipe. Time will also be available to explore the 
museums, shipwrecks, historical trails and shops of Stanley.

Our first stop on our second day is likely to be West Point Island, with its vast rookeries of Southern (Western) Rockhopper 
Penguin; while South American Sea Lion, South American Fur Seal and Peale’s and noisy Commerson’s Dolphins are likely in 
the surrounding waters (the latter known locally as “Puffing Pigs” due to their load huffing noises). Blackish Cinclodes should 
be waiting for us at the dock as we land, and here we usually also find a nesting pair of Blackish Oystercatcher and a pair of 
Falkland Steamer Ducks. Other birds occurring here include Austral Thrush, Dark-faced Ground Tyrant, Black-chinned Siskin 
and Long-tailed Meadowlark. We will also carefully scan flocks of geese to find the rare Ruddy-headed Goose. We should 
come across confiding Striated Caracaras on the lovely hike to a Black-browed Albatross colony, the main objective for this 
morning. Here we will soak up the beauty of the spectacular wildlife on view; thousands of Black-browed Albatrosses nesting 
on a magnificent cliff; pairs in display and a continuous stream of individuals landing and taking off, all at touching distance – 
a truly incredible sight! As if that isn’t enough, entertaining Southern Rockhopper Penguins also nest among the albatrosses. 

Chinstrap Penguin by Dale Morris

Leopard Seal by Dale Morris
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After lunch back on board, we plan to proceed 
to the pristine Carcass Island, which supports 
the highest diversity and abundance of land and 
waterbirds in the Falklands. Our explorations 
here will seek out Magellanic and Gentoo 
Penguins, Rock and Imperial Shags, the lovely 
Dolphin Gull, the aptly-named Kelp Goose that 
forages in the beds of giant kelp, Correndera 
Pipit, the lovely White-bridled Finch, Grass 
Wren and the endemic Cobb’s Wren, amongst 
other species. The approachability of these 
birds is remarkable, and superb photographic 
opportunities can be expected.

DAY 18-19   AT SEA TOWARD SOUTH AMERICA. USHUAIA, DISEMBARKATION

We are now into the last leg of this adventurous voyage, heading back towards Ushuaia. We’ll spend another full day at sea in 
the Drake Passage, before cruising into the Beagle Channel and land at Ushuaia in the early morning of day 19. This provides 
another chance to see sea and land birds of Tierra del Fuego, before bidding farewell to the fellow travellers and crew with 
whom we have shared this remarkable voyage of a lifetime.
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SHIP SCHEMATICS AND ROOMS
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TRIPLE STATEROOM (PORTHOLE) 22m2  $11,790 

There are four Triple staterooms on board Ocean Victory 
featuring portholes, all with private en-suites. Located on 
Deck 3, they’re close to the mudroom and loading plat-
forms. Triple staterooms are normally with twin beds 
however a double bed can be accommodated.

FRENCH BALCONY SUITE 16m2          $15,990 

The French Balcony Suite is a standard stateroom with 
a French balcony, a double bed, floor-to-ceiling windows 
and a bathroom. All French Balcony Suites are located on 
Deck 7.

ALBATROS STATE STATEROOM (PORTHOLE) 22m2  $14,990

The standard stateroom on Ocean Victory is close to the 
Mudroom and has quick access to the zodiac platforms for 
disembarkation during landings. This is very convenient if you 
have more limited mobility and would like a short distance to 
the zodiacs. The staterooms are perfect for those who wish 
a comfortable base during their stay onboard Ocean Victory. 
The standard staterooms all have a double bed or 2 single 
beds and bathroom. The staterooms are located on deck 3 
except for 1 which is located on deck 4.

BALCONY STATE STATEROOM 24m2  $17,490
The most abundant type of stateroom on Ocean Victory, the 
Balcony State Staterooms are located in decks 4 & 6. They 
have a private balcony, a double bed or two single beds, a 
bathroom and a sofa that can be used as a bed for a child if 
traveling as a family. If you desire to book two staterooms with 
connecting doors, this is also a possibility under this category.
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BALCONY SUITE 35m2  $23,990

Ocean Victory has 2 Balcony Suites on board located 
on Deck 4. The suites feature double or twin beds, a 
seating area, bathroom and a large private balcony. 
The balcony suites can host 2 people.

PREMIUM SUITE 45m2   $29,990

The largest of all the staterooms on board the Ocean Victory is the Premium Suite. This 2-bedroom suite features 
a double bed (or twin beds), a sofa bed, table and chair, a balcony and a spacious bathroom. Located on deck. 4.

This category is available upon request.

JUNIOR SUITE 42m2 $26,990 

The 4 junior suites aboard Ocean Victory have a great 
view from their location high up on the ship on deck 7.

The suites feature a double bed or twin beds, sofa bed, 
seating area, a spacious bathroom and private balcony. 
The suite can accommodate up to 3 people.

BALCONY SUITE 28m2 $19,490

Ocean Victory has 4 Balcony Suites on board 
located on deck 4 & 6. The suites feature double or 
twin beds and a seating area, bathroom and private 
balcony. The balcony suites can host 2 people. 
 

 

Please note the following Payment Schedule:

25% Deposit - to secure your place aboard the vessel 

25% Payment - due by 30th November 2021 
Payment in full - due by 1st July 2022

* Please note that payments are non-refundable and we highly recommended that you take out comprehensive travel insurance to cover  
yourself if you need to cancel your booking.
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IMPORTANT NOTES

Heinz Ortmann is a South African born birder whose 
interests in birds and wildlife, in general, commenced at 
a very young age. He holds an Honours in Conservation 
Ecology and an MSc in Conservation Biology and has many 
years’ experience in the field.

Adam Riley has traveled extensively to all 7 continents, 
leading tours to numerous countries ranging from Colombia 
to Egypt, Angola to Papua New Guinea and Antarctica to 
Alaska. Adam is one of Africa’s most experienced birders, 
having seen over 2,000 species on the continent as well as 
8,000 species worldwide.

TOUR LEADERS

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:

• 19-day cruise with accommodation in a shared double stateroom featuring en suite facilities

• All Zodiac landings and excursions as per itinerary

• Expedition parka

• Rubberboots provided for entire voyage

• Guiding and lectures by our experienced expedition leader and team

• English-speaking expedition team

• Free photo workshop from experienced photographer onboard

• Full board on the ship - breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks

• Free tea and coffee 24 hours daily

• Welcome and farewell drinks

• Online visual journal access after your voyage with photos, species list, log and more!

• Taxes and port fees

WHAT IS EXCLUDED IN THE PRICE:

• Extra excursions and activities not mentioned in the itinerary

• Single room supplement and stateroom upgrades

• Meals not on board the ship

• Beverages (other than coffee and tea)

• Tips for the crew (we recommend USD 14 per person per day)

• Personal expenses

• Anything not mentioned under ’Inclusions’
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PLEASE ALSO NOTE:

a)  Costs are subject to unforeseen increases in tour-related costs and may have to be adjusted as a result. You will be  
 notified by email if fuel surcharges or other price adjustments need to be implemented however this is considered highly  
 unlikely.

b)  We may be forced to change or alter the itinerary and / or the designated Rockjumper leaders at short or no notice  
 due to unforeseen circumstances; please be aware that we will attempt to adhere as close to the original program  
 as possible.

c) Lastly, the above schedule is approximate and depends on sea, ice and weather conditions and other factors. 

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE DETAILS:

This tour does not include any airfares. The tour will depart from Ushuaia on day 1 in the mid to late afternoon, and conclude 
by mid-morning (sea conditions can affect this time) on day 19 in Ushuaia. 

The above information in respect of arrivals and departures is a guide only. Precise arrival and departure information will be 
sent to you in your Tour Confirmation package once the tour has been officially confirmed. If you wish to arrive early and/or 
depart late and would like assistance in this regard, kindly contact the Rockjumper office.

PLEASE NOTE: As many international flights route via Buenos Aires, it is important to know that there are two airports in the city; 

1) Ministro Pistarini International Airport (IATA: EZE) and;

2) Buenos Aires – Aeroparque, also known as Jorge Newberry (IATA: AEP) which handles domestic flights.

Both the international and domestic airports cater for internal flights within Argentina. These airports are completely separate, 
and the drive between them usually takes between 1 and 1½ hours. It is, therefore, essential that you confirm with your travel 
agent the airport code in order to be sure which airport your flights arrive at and depart from.

FLIGHTS:

Ministro Pistarini International Airport, Buenos Aires (IATA: EZE) is the main port of entry for international flights into Argentina 
and is well serviced by all of the world’s major airlines. From Buenos Aires, there are regular flights to Malvinas Argentinas 
Ushuaia International Airport (IATA: USH). We have the capacity to advise you on the best route according to your preferences, 
but your local travel agent will best be able to book these flights for you. We can, however, book the domestic flights on 
your behalf. IMPORTANT: please DO NOT book your international flights until you have consulted the Rockjumper office for 
confirmation on the status of the tour.

Rockjumper Birding Ltd      
Labourdonnais Village      Tel: (USA & Canada) toll-free: 1-888-990-5552
Mapou         Email: info@rockjumper.com
Riviere du Rempart      Alternative email: rockjumperbirding@yahoo.com
Mauritius 31803       Website: www.rockjumperbirding.com


